Cation distribution effect on static and dynamic magnetic properties of Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Fe$_2$O$_4$ ferrite powders
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Abstract

Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Fe$_2$O$_4$ (0.08 ≤ x ≤ 0.56) powders prepared by a sol gel auto-combustion method have been investigated through the combined use of structural and dc/ac-magnetization measurements under a wide range of applied magnetic field values. EDS spectra are performed to evaluate the samples chemical composition, whereas the X-ray diffraction measurements indicate the formation of the typical nanocrystalline mixed cubic spinel structure and allow to determine the cationic distribution as well as the lattice parameter and the oxygen position as function of Zn content. Magnetic characterization improves the knowledge about the correlation between the structural properties and magnetic behavior. The magnetization curves show a hysteretic behavior at room temperature and they are analyzed as function of Zn content taking in account the Yafet-Kittel’s model. The replacement of non-zero magnetic moment Co$^{2+}$ ions with zero magnetic moment Zn$^{2+}$ ions induces a gradual reduction of magnetocrystalline anisotropy and a lowering of the magnetic coercivity. The energy lost in a static and alternating magnetic field (frequency of 69 kHz) at selected vertex field values for the studied samples has been calculated in order to evaluate their prospective usage to operate in different field conditions.
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1. Introduction

Ceramic spinel ferrite particles exhibit different peculiar properties e.g. high electrical resistivity, low-power loss at high frequency, high magnetic saturation and coercivity [1–4]. These properties make ferrites a viable alternative to replace rare-earth elements in permanent magnets [5] as well as suitable materials for various applications especially operating at high frequency [6–8].

Moreover, the large fraction of empty interstitial sites in the spinel ferrites face-centered cubic (fcc) structure encourages their filling with suitable divalent cations allowing one to finely tune the ferromagnetic behavior of ferrites according to practical demands [9].

X-ray diffraction (XRD) [10], neutron diffraction (ND) [11], extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) [12] and Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS) [13] are usually used to obtain sensible information on cation distribution in the fcc structure. ND and EXAFS provide accurate analysis but require the access to neutron and synchrotron sources, respectively, increasing the cost and limiting the achievement of quick results. Also MS is a powerful tool to study environment around Fe atom, however it loses its power when non-magnetic ions are in focus. These limitations have created a need for the use of a relatively simpler but equally accurate method to obtain reliable results. In this context, XRD has established as one of the most suitable and successful tools for proper determination of cation distribution [10,14,15], although the effectiveness of XRD is partially limited by the similar scattering factors of some of the cations present in the spinel structure.

Commonly, the cation distribution of ferrites is influenced by different factors such as the preparation method, the stoichiometry and the condition of post-preparation heat treatments ending in many cases with a non-equilibrium cation distribution [16]. A fine tuning of this non-equilibrium structure is a powerful tool for tailoring the magnetic properties of ferrites. In general, non-equilibrium distribution is expected in dry gel samples synthesized at relatively low temperature where the cations do not have sufficient energy to reach their equilibrium occupancy [17,18].

Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Fe$_2$O$_4$ ferrites synthetized by various techniques have been extensively reported in literature revealing how their structural and magnetic properties (e.g. lattice parameter, saturation magnetization, coercivity, blocking temperature and magnetic anisotropy) can be controlled with a fine tune of Zn cation content inducing a desired cation distribution [19–22].
In the present study, Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Fe$_2$O$_4$ (0.08 ≤ x ≤ 0.56) are synthetized in 'dry gel' form by exploiting sol gel auto-combustion method. XRD characterization is successfully used to determine information on their structural properties and to calculate the cation distribution. Magnetic characterization is performed with an aim to improve the knowledge about the correlation between structural properties and the magnetic behavior as function of Zn content. In addition, energy dissipated by the samples submitted to selected values of static and dynamic magnetic fields are also evaluated.

2. Experimental

Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Fe$_2$O$_4$ powder samples were prepared by sol-gel auto-combustion method utilizing citrate-nitrate precursors at low temperature (< 110 °C) without any post-preparation heat treatments as described earlier [23,24]. The selected nominal Zn concentration was x = 0.08, 0.16, 0.24, 0.32, 0.40, 0.48, 0.56.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the synthesized samples were recorded in 0-2θ configuration with Bruker D8 advance diffractometer utilizing CuK$_\alpha$ radiation, equipped with fast counting detector based on silicon strip technology Bruker LynxEye detector; XRD data was analyzed to obtain structural parameters and the cation distribution of samples [25]. As Co and Zn have rather different scattering factors, the determination of their distribution using XRD technique was reliable.

The morphology of obtained powder samples was observed by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Inspect-F). The SEM electron beam was also used to recover elemental spectra collecting the characteristic X-ray lines of the elements of interest through Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) detector in order to confirm the Zn concentration. K and L lines of elements were detected using an accelerating voltage of 30 kV and a beam dwell time of 300 s.

Room-temperature static (dc) magnetization curves were measured by means of an alternating gradient field magnetometer (AGFM). The samples suitable for AGFM measurements were prepared by mixing a known mass of Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Fe$_2$O$_4$ powder with wax, forming a solid pellet. The dc-hysteresis loops were measured both at the maximum magnetic field that the AGFM can apply (18 kOe) and at selected vertex fields in the range 100 - 1000 Oe.
Saturation magnetization values at 2 K were measured on all samples by means of a SQUID magnetometer by applying a magnetic field of 70 kOe.

Dynamic (ac) hysteresis loops were performed on all samples by means of a custom-built B-H loop tracer [26] generating an alternating magnetic field with a frequency of ~69 kHz and amplitude in the range 100 – 525 Oe; ac-loops were measured at selected vertex fields in the allowable range.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Structural properties

The x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Fe$_2$O$_4$ (0.08 ≤ x ≤ 0.56) spinel ferrite powders are presented in Fig. 1a. Rietveld refinement done by using Material Analysis Using Diffraction (MAUD) software [27] for Co$_{0.52}$Zn$_{0.48}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ composition is illustrated in Fig. 1b; it is representative of all samples. XRD peaks confirm the formation of single phase nanocrystalline mixed cubic spinel structure (space group $Fd\bar{3}m$) independently of the Zn content (x).
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Figure 1: (a) XRD patterns of Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Fe$_2$O$_4$ samples (0.08 ≤ x ≤ 0.56). (b) Rietveld refined XRD of Co$_{0.52}$Zn$_{0.48}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ sample.

The morphology of Co$_{0.44}$Zn$_{0.56}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ and Co$_{0.52}$Zn$_{0.48}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ ferrite powder samples is shown in Fig. 2 (panel a and b, respectively); the micrographs shown are representative of all samples. A quite complex grain arrangement is observed in both compositions, constituted by a micrometric structure or agglomerate with a surface similar to a beehive, composed by nano-sized crystals. These characteristics are due to the sol-gel
The auto-combustion synthesis process in which a lot of gases are liberated from gels during the drying process following the combustion [28]. Similar morphology composed by micrometric polycrystalline agglomerates has been already observed in ferrite powders prepared with comparable auto-combustion methods [28–31].

Figure 2: Morphology of the Co$_{0.44}$Zn$_{0.56}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ (panel a) and Co$_{0.52}$Zn$_{0.48}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ (panel b) ferrite powder samples; EDS spectra of the Co$_{0.44}$Zn$_{0.56}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ (panel c) and Co$_{0.52}$Zn$_{0.48}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ (panel d) ferrite powder samples. The red squares in the SEM images (panel a and b) represent the analyzed area to obtain the EDS spectra.

In order to obtain information about the micrometric agglomerates of ferrite powders observed in SEM images (Fig. 2 panel a and b), the grain mean diameter $<D_{XRD}>$ was calculated from XRD data with Scherrer’s equation for all samples. The $<D_{XRD}>$ values are given in the table 1 and they range between 23 and 35 nm indicating the formation of nano-crystallites within the observed agglomerates. Moreover, the tendency of $<D_{XRD}>$ values is to decrease with increasing Zn content (x) as already observed in similar structures [19,32,33].
### Table 1: Grain mean diameter, $<D_{\text{XRD}}>$ as a function of nominal Zn content ($x$) and comparison between nominal and measured (EDS) Zn content ($x$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Zn content ($x$)</th>
<th>$&lt;D_{\text{XRD}}&gt;$ (nm)</th>
<th>EDS Zn content ($x$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>0.08(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>0.17(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>0.23(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>0.33(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>0.40(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>0.46(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>0.55(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The EDS spectra of Co$_{0.44}$Zn$_{0.56}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ and Co$_{0.52}$Zn$_{0.48}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ samples are shown in Fig. 2 panel c and d, respectively; they are representative of all other compositions. The EDS signal is collected in a square area of the sample with size (7 x 7) µm$^2$ averaging on different nano-crystallites; red squares are added in SEM images in Fig. 2 panel a and b to identify the analyzed areas. In both spectra the peaks are clearly visible corresponding to the elements constituting the ferrite, i.e. Zn, Co, Fe and O; the peak of Si comes from the substrate on which the powder sample has been dispersed to perform the measurements. The atomic percentage (at.%) of elements calculated from EDS spectra allows to calculate the composition of samples. The calculated EDS Zn content ($x$) of each sample is reported in table 1. In the EDS analysis, only the Co and Zn contributions are taken into account, therefore only their relative amount is meaningful. As clearly reported in table 1, the Co/Zn relative amount as determined by EDS is in very good agreement with the nominal value.

The XRD data (Fig. 1a) are also analysed to obtain cation distribution in the studied samples via the Bertaut method [25]. In general, cation distribution of ferrites can be indicated as $(Me_\delta^{II}Fe_{1-\delta}^{III})[Me_{1-\delta}^{II}Fe_{1+\delta}^{III}]O_4$, $(Me_\delta^{II} = Zn^{2+}, Co^{2+})$, where the ions on tetrahedral sites (sites A) are given in parentheses and the ions on octahedral sites (sites B) between the square brackets. The quantity $\delta$ is a parameter correlated to the inversion degree ($i = 1-\delta$): for a completely random distribution $\delta = 1/3$, for a normal spinel $\delta = 1$ and for an inverse spinel $\delta = 0$ [34].

The cation distribution of metal ions over the A and B sites and the consequent parameter $\delta$ are influenced by some factors such as the electronic configurations of metal cations, their radius and
electrostatic energy [34]. CoFe₂O₄ ferrite shows a predominantly inverse structure with Co²⁺ ions mainly on B (octahedral) sites, whereas ZnFe₂O₄ is found to be a normal spinel with Zn²⁺ ions generally on A (tetrahedral) sites [33]. Instead, Fe ions prefer equally both A and B sites of the spinel structure [33]. In addition, the cation distribution depends strongly also from the method of ferrites synthesis; for instance, in case of quenching from high temperature, different cation distribution could be obtained depending on the interplay between the diffusion rate of metal ions in the structure and the cooling rate [35]. The cation distribution calculated for all samples is collected in Table 2 and shows a predominant presence of Zn²⁺ ions on B site. These deviations with respect to the general preference of Zn²⁺ ions to occupy the tetrahedral (A) site clearly demonstrates the presence of non-equilibrium cation distribution in the samples to be ascribed to the sol-gel auto-combustion method at low temperature (< 110 °C) and to the lack of a post-synthesis heat treatment which would improve the diffusion rate of metal ions in the structure towards a distribution closer to the equilibrium. Instead, for the Co²⁺ ions distribution, at low Zn content (x ≤ 0.32) the whole content of Co²⁺ ions is located on B site, in accordance with the usual situation. However, with the rise of Zn content (x ≥ 0.40) the increased amount of Zn²⁺ ions on B site forces a partial migration of Co²⁺ ions towards A site. In a similar way but with inverse direction (from A to B site), the higher Zn content (x) forces also some Fe³⁺ ions to migrate.

The parameter δ calculated from the cation distribution (shown in Table 2) starts with a completely inverse spinel structure (δ = 0) for the sample Co₀.₉₂Zn₀.₀₈Fe₂O₄ and progressively increases with increasing Zn²⁺ content ending up to a totally random distribution (δ = 0.33) for the sample Co₀.₄₄Zn₀.₅₆Fe₂O₄.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Zn content (x)</th>
<th>Cation Distribution</th>
<th>Inversion degree (δ)</th>
<th>a (nm)</th>
<th>u</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>(Co₀.₀₀Zn₀.₀₀Fe₁.₀₀)[(Co₀.₀₂Zn₀.₀₈Fe₁.₀₀)]O₄</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8379</td>
<td>0.3788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>(Co₀.₀₀Zn₀.₀₅Fe₀.₉₅)[(Co₀.₈₄Zn₀.₁₆Fe₁.₀₅)]O₄</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.8390</td>
<td>0.3791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>(Co₀.₀₀Zn₀.₁₀Fe₀.₉₀)[(Co₀.₇₆Zn₀.₁₄Fe₁.₀₀)]O₄</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.8391</td>
<td>0.3794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>(Co₀.₀₀Zn₀.₁₁Fe₀.₈₉)[(Co₀.₆₈Zn₀.₂₁Fe₁.₁₁)]O₄</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.8396</td>
<td>0.3794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>(Co₀.₀₄Zn₀.₁₁Fe₀.₈₅)[(Co₀.₅₆Zn₀.₂₉Fe₁.₁₅)]O₄</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.8401</td>
<td>0.3796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>(Co₀.₁₉Zn₀.₁₀Fe₀.₇₁)[(Co₀.₃₃Zn₀.₃₈Fe₁.₂₉)]O₄</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.8393</td>
<td>0.3806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>(Co₀.₂₉Zn₀.₀₆Fe₀.₆₇)[(Co₀.₁₅Zn₀.₅₂Fe₁.₃₃)]O₄</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.8398</td>
<td>0.3807</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**: Cation distribution calculated for all samples; inversion degree (δ) values; lattice parameter (a); oxygen parameter (u).
The lattice parameter \((\alpha)\), obtained by XRD data analysis, is found to increase with increasing Zn content until \(x \leq 0.40\) as revealed by the values collected in Table 2. This trend can be attributed to partial replacement of an ion with lower ionic radius (ionic radius of Co\(^{2+}\): 0.058 nm) with an ion whose ionic radius is slightly higher (ionic radius of Zn\(^{2+}\): 0.060 nm). This also confirms that Zn is going into the spinel structure. As expected, the \(\alpha\) values lie within the range of the lattice constants of extreme Zn concentrations (0.8369 nm for CoFe\(_2\)O\(_4\) and 0.8430 nm for ZnFe\(_2\)O\(_4\) [36]); however, they do not meet exactly the linear relation between the increase of crystal lattice constant and the increase of Zn concentration as predicted by Vegard’s law [37]. This slight discrepancy from linear relation can be ascribed to the non-equilibrium cation distribution in our samples.

In the ideal ferrite structure, the oxygen ions form an fcc lattice with the cubic edge equal to \(1/2\alpha\) and, in this ideal case, the oxygen parameter \((u)\) corresponds to \(u_{id} = 3/8\) [34]. This assertion is valid only in first approximation, as in the real case the tetrahedral sites (sites A) are too small to contain a metal ion which therefore would cause slight lattice distortions and a displacement of the four oxygen atoms. In this case, the oxygen parameter increases \((u > u_{id})\) and it could be used as a quantitative measurement of oxygen displacement. In our samples, the oxygen parameter \(u\) was calculated from the analysis of X-ray powder diffraction data and the values are collected in Table 2; it lies in the range 0.3788 – 0.3807 and, as expected, it is slightly higher than \(u_{id} (3/8)\) due to the distortion induced by metal ions (Co\(^{2+}\) and Zn\(^{2+}\)) contained in the tetrahedral site of the spinel structure. Therefore, the higher the concentration of metal ions on tetrahedral site (A), the larger is the displacement of oxygen anions. This statement is confirmed in Fig. 3, where the almost linear correlation between the oxygen parameter \((u)\) and the inversion parameter \((\delta)\), that represents the concentration of metal ions (Co\(^{2+}\) and Zn\(^{2+}\)) in tetrahedral (A), is shown. As expected among the studied samples, the sample Co\(_{0.44}\)Zn\(_{0.56}\)Fe\(_2\)O\(_4\), is characterized by highest inversion parameter value \((\delta = 0.33,\) totally random spinel structure), and shows the highest lattice distortion and displacement of oxygen ions.
In magnetic ferrites, it is worth noting that the strength of the magnetic interactions (A-O-B, B-O-B, and A-O-A) strongly depends on the inter-ionic separation between the cations, between the cation and the corresponding anion and on the bond angles between the cations [34]; in particular, the strength is inversely proportional to the bond length and it is highest when the bond angle is 180°. It is well known by comparing different exchange interactions that the A-O-B interaction is the strongest [34] and is responsible for the ferrimagnetic behavior exhibited by ferrites. Therefore, the inter-ionic lengths and bond angles on all the samples are evaluated in order to get information about the effect of Zn²⁺ and Co²⁺ ions on the strength of the magnetic interactions. In particular, the inter-ionic lengths between the cations (b, c, d, e and f), between the cation and anion (p, q, r and s) and bond angles between the cations (φ₁, φ₂, φ₃, φ₄, φ₅) are calculated (not shown here) following the relations reported by Kumar et al. [38]. Regarding the strongest interaction A-O-B, the involved cation and anion length (p and q for length B-O and A-O, respectively) and the bond angles between the cations (φ₁) are shown in Fig. 4 as function of Zn (x) content.

Figure 3: Oxygen parameter (u) as a function of inversion parameter (δ); the red line is a guide to the eye.
As function of Zn content \( (x) \), a non-monotonic trend is found for the bond length \( p \), being almost constant up to \( x = 0.48 \) where it suddenly decreases. On the other hand, a monotonic increase is observed for bond length \( q \) and a monotonic reduction is found for bond angle \( \phi_1 \) which moves away from 180°. The observed trend of \( q \) and \( \phi_1 \) suggests a weakening of the \( A\text{-}O\text{-}B \) interaction with a subsequent reduction of ferrimagnetic alignment increasing the Zn content \( (x) \).

### 3.2 Magnetic properties

Room temperature dc-magnetization loops of \( \text{Co}_{1-x}\text{Zn}_x\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_4 \) powder samples taken at maximum magnetic field of 18 kOe are shown in Fig. 5; this behavior puts in evidence the variation of magnetic properties as a function of Zn content \( (x) \). All curves exhibit a typical magnetic hysteric loop indicating a ferromagnetic behavior at room temperature for all Zn concentrations. The evolution of coercive field \( (H_c) \) as function of Zn content \( (x) \) is shown in the inset of Fig. 5 and the values are reported in Table 3. The highest value of \( H_c \) is found at the highest Co\textsuperscript{2+} ions concentration \( (x = 0.08) \) and it is due to the high anisotropy of Co\textsuperscript{2+} ions located at octahedral site resulting from its remarkable spin-orbit coupling. Increasing the Zn content \( (x) \), a progressive decrease of \( H_c \) can be noted; this behavior can be reasonably attributed to the gradual reduction of magnetocrystalline anisotropy induced by lowering concentration of Co\textsuperscript{2+} ions at the octahedral site and also by a their partial migration from octahedral site to tetrahedral site (see Table 2).

Therefore, in this studied system, the substitution of non-zero angular momentum of ions (Co\textsuperscript{2+}) with zero angular momentum ions (Zn\textsuperscript{2+}) weakens the spin-orbit coupling and, consequently, the magnetocrystalline...
anisotropy and the magnetic coercivity are reduced. Comparable behavior was found from different authors studying similar Co-Zn ferrites particles system [20,32,33,39]. On the other hand, the substitution of Co\(^{2+}\) ions with different ions such as Bi was found to induce a similar a decrease of the anisotropy, as expected, that however as a weaker effect on coercivity that turns out to be more affected by saturation magnetization than Co-Zn ferrite [40].
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**Figure 5:** Room temperature dc-magnetization loops of Co\(_{1-x}\)Zn\(_x\)Fe\(_2\)O\(_4\) powder samples (0.08 < x < 0.56); inset: evolution of coercive field as a function of Zn concentration.

The saturation magnetization at room temperature (\(M_{s}^{RT}\)) of all samples is determined by fitting the high field region of magnetization curves with the expression \(M = M_{s}^{RT} - a/H\), representing the first order approximation of series expansion that describes the law of approach to saturation [41]. The \(M_{s}^{RT}\) parameter (as well as \(a\)) is set as free and the obtained values are reported in Table 3. The \(M_{s}^{RT}\) values depend on the Zn content (x) in a non-monotonous way that is mainly due to the non-equilibrium cation distribution in the samples. In addition it can be noted that the sample with the highest Co content (Co\(_{0.92}\)Zn\(_{0.08}\)Fe\(_2\)O\(_4\)) shows a value of \(M_{s}^{RT}\) significantly lower than the bulk cobalt ferrite (80 emu/g [41]); this behavior can be attributed to the effect of a spin canting or a spin disorder at the surface of the ferrite crystals forming a magnetic dead layer that reduces the perfect alignment of spins and consequently the expected magnetization saturation value [42]. In addition, it is necessary to observe that the region of the hysteresis curve used to estimate the approach to saturation is close to the maximum applied field (18 kOe), that may not be sufficient to overcome the high anisotropy of the Co-based ferrite and to lead the samples to a complete saturation (see Fig.5). In this case, the
$M_s^{RT}$ values might be underestimated [40], however their trend with Zn content should be preserved (as confirmed by the comparison with Ms values at 2 K and 70 kOe, see table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Zn content (x)</th>
<th>$H_c$ (Oe)</th>
<th>$M_s^{RT}$ (emu/g)</th>
<th>$M_r/M_s$ at $T = 300$ K</th>
<th>$M_s^{exp.2K}$ (emu/g)</th>
<th>$n_B^{calc}$ ($\mu_B$)</th>
<th>$\alpha_{YK}$ (°)</th>
<th>Static energy loss (J/kg) at $H_v = 18$ kOe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Magnetic parameter as a function of nominal Zn content (x): coercive field ($H_c$), saturation magnetization at room temperature ($M_s^{RT}$), saturation magnetization at 2 K $M_s^{2K}$, calculated magnetic moment values ($n_B^{calc}$), angle ($\alpha_{YK}$) calculated by Yafet and Kittel model and static energy losses.

According to the Néel’s two-sublattice model of ferrimagnets [43], the magnetic moments of the ions on the A and B sub-lattices are perfectly aligned anti-parallel to each other in a collinear structure in which any contribution of temperature is neglected; so the magnetic moment per formula unit ($n_B^{calc}$) at $T = 0$ K can be calculated as:

\[
n_B^{calc}(x) = M_B(x) - M_A(x)
\]

where $M_B$ and $M_A$ are the magnetic moments in Bohr magnetons ($\mu_B$) on B and A sub-lattices respectively. Therefore, using Eq. 1, the magnetic moment values ($n_B^{calc}$) of all Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Fe$_2$O$_4$ powder samples have been calculated by taking the ionic magnetic moments of Fe$^{3+} = 5 \mu_B$, Co$^{2+} = 3 \mu_B$ and Zn$^{2+} = 0 \mu_B$ [44] and by considering the cation distribution data reported in Table 2. The results of $n_B^{calc}$ are in the range of 3.32 – 2.76 $\mu_B$ and are reported in Table 3.
Figure 6. Comparison between calculated ($M_s^{\text{calc}, 0K}$, black squares) and experimental ($M_s^{\text{exp}, 2K}$, red dots) saturation magnetization as a function of Zn content ($x$).

In addition, the $Z_B$ values can be converted to obtain the ferrite saturation magnetization ($M_s^{\text{calc}, 0K}$) at $T = 0$ K expressed in emu/g by means the expression proposed by Smit and Wijn [34]:

$$M_s^{\text{calc}, 0K}(x) = \frac{n_B^{\text{calc}}(x) \mu_B N_A}{M_w(x)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\mu_B$ is the Bohr Magneton, $N_A$ is the Avogadro’s number and $M_w(x)$ is the molecular weight as function of Zn content ($x$). The evolution of $M_s^{\text{calc}, 0K}(x)$ as function of Zn content ($x$) is shown in Fig. 6 where it is directly compared with the experimental values of ferrite saturation magnetization measured at $T = 2$ K ($M_s^{\text{exp}, 2K}$) by means of SQUID magnetometer. In this context, the comparison between the calculated and experimental saturation magnetization is performed assuming reasonably that $M_s^{\text{exp}}(T = 2 \text{ K}) \approx M_s^{\text{exp}}(T = 0 \text{ K})$. It is notable from this comparison that the experimental saturation magnetization values ($M_s^{\text{exp}}(x)$) are systematically lower than those calculated by means of Neel’s model ($M_s^{\text{calc}}(x)$), but follow exactly the same trend and non-monotonous behavior.

This discrepancy between the experimental and calculated $M_s$ values suggests that the magnetic arrangement of spins in our ferrite samples is not governed by a perfectly collinear antiparallel alignment, as proposed by Néel’s model, but rather could be affected by a spin canting on the B site with respect to the
direction of spins on A site resulting in a non-collinear arrangement in the two-sublattices. This spin canting effect on all Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Fe$_2$O$_4$ powder samples can be explained by the three-lattice model suggested by Yafet and Kittel [45] and evaluated by calculating the Y-K angle ($\alpha_{YK}$) by means of the following Eq. 3:

$$n_B^{exp,2K}(x) = M_B(x)\cos \alpha_{YK} - M_A(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $M_A(x)$ and $M_B(x)$ are the magnetic moments expressed in Bohr magnetons ($\mu_B$) on A and B sites, respectively, whereas $n_B^{exp,2K}(x)$ is the experimental magnetic moment evaluated by inverting the equation (2) using the $M_s^{exp,2K}$ values (see Table 3). The calculated $\alpha_{YK}$ values, listed in Table 3, are in the range of 19.6° - 36.8° and are uncorrelated to Zn content (x); these high values of $\alpha_{YK}$ suggest that the Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Fe$_2$O$_4$ ferrite samples are characterized by a strong spin canting effect that influences their magnetic properties.

In particular, Yafet – Kittel model suggests that the larger the $\alpha_{YK}$ angle, the weaker is the A-O-B exchange interaction (responsible for ferrimagnetism) causing a reinforcement of B-O-B exchange interaction, inducing a consequent reduction of saturation magnetization as shown in Fig. 7. However, it is important to underline that this correlation between the $\alpha_{YK}$ angle and the $M_s^{exp,2K}$ values is also heavily affected by the Zn content (x) and the non-equilibrium cation distribution of studied samples (as mentioned above). As a consequence, the observed linear dependence of $M_s^{exp,2K}$ on $\alpha_{YK}$ is the result of multiple direct and indirect contributions acting both on microstructure and on magnetic interactions among the cations.

Figure 7. Correlation between experimental saturation magnetization $M_s^{exp,2K}$ and Y-K angle ($\alpha_{YK}$); the red line is a guide to the eye.
As mentioned before, other contributions that could add to the observed discrepancy between the experimental and calculated $M_s$ values (see Fig. 6) are: 1) the low value of applied magnetic field around which the law of approach is used [40]; 2) the possible formation of a dead layer on ferrite surface arising from a spin disorder. As already observed by Kodama et al. [42] and El-Sayed et al. [46], this layer is formed due to the discontinuity of the magnetic interaction and the loss of long range order on the ferrite surface; consequently, it opposes the perfect alignment of the spins in the magnetic applied field direction and induces a reduction of saturation magnetization.

Although a deep understanding of the structure and the magnetic properties at the size scale of cations provides a fundamental step to practically use the ferrite in several fields, an evaluation of energy losses is also an important key point in the ferrite characterization since several applications involve the interaction between it and an external magnetic fields. In particular, the area enclosed by the dc-hysteresis curves (Fig. 5) represents the maximum energy lost by the samples along a major loop (applied a static field with vertex of 18 kOe); the measured values are shown in Table 3. The $\text{Co}_{0.92}\text{Zn}_{0.08}\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_4$ sample characterized by the highest value of $H_c$ ($\approx 786$ Oe) shows also the highest value of energy losses ($\approx 9.6$ J/kg) despite the lowest saturation magnetization value ($\approx 21.8$ emu/g). In general, the energy loss value results to be a compromise between the enlargement of hysteresis loop due to the coercive field and the raising induced by the saturation magnetization.

**Figure 8.** (a) Room temperature dc-hysteresis loop of $\text{Co}_{0.52}\text{Zn}_{0.48}\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_4$ sample at selected vertex field; (b) static energy losses as function of vertex field.

Since the magnetic field amplitude involved in applications is usually not enough to saturate the ferrites magnetization, a study of energy losses evolution as a function of selected vertex field ($H_v$) is performed in the
interval 300-1000 Oe in which the magnetization doesn’t reach the complete saturation and describes minor loops. In this context, Fig. 8(a) shows a magnification of the major dc-hysteresis loop of the Co$_{0.52}$ Zn$_{0.48}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ sample and selected minor dc-hysteresis loops; whereas the energy loss values for all samples are displayed as a function of $H_\nu$ in Fig. 8(b). In the studied vertex field range, the Co$_{0.52}$Zn$_{0.48}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ sample displays the largest static energy losses for $H_\nu$ up to 1 kOe (Fig. 8(b)). On the other hand, the sample with content of Zn $x = 0.08$ shows very low energy losses in the investigated interval of $H_\nu$ (Fig. 8(b)), conversely to $H_\nu \approx 18$ kOe where it shows the highest values among studied samples (see Table 3).

In this context, it is worth mentioning that the static energy losses stem only from the magnetic anisotropy of the sample arising from its crystalline microstructure and/or local defects. The equilibrium condition employed to measure the static loops inhibits the formation of Eddy currents in the sample, therefore their contribution to the energy losses is not expected neither as dynamic losses (at the scale of the sample volume), nor as excess losses (at the scale of the domain walls or particles boundaries) [47]. For these reasons, the magnetic energy losses assessed from the area enclosed in static hysteresis loops are an underestimation with respect to the energy lost when the samples are used in high frequency applications, where the contribution of Eddy currents may not be negligible. However, the presented static measurements can nonetheless be useful and convenient tool in selecting the most promising ferrite materials also for high frequency applications in the suitable field range.

In order to evaluate the enhancement of energy losses at high frequency, dynamic hysteresis loops have been measured by a B-H loop tracer at a frequency of about 69 kHz. The magnetic field peak values ($H_\nu$) of hysteresis loops are selected so that they are comparable to those exploited in static measurements, i.e. in the range 300 – 525 Oe. Fig. 9(a) shows dynamic hysteresis loops of Co$_{0.52}$ Zn$_{0.48}$Fe$_2$O$_4$, and the observed behavior is representative of all other samples. Also in this case, the energy lost by each sample is evaluated by calculating the area enclosed in dynamic hysteresis loops at the selected $H_\nu$. Fig. 9(b) shows the dynamic hysteresis losses per unit mass for all studied ferrites as function of magnetic vertex field $H_\nu$. As expected, the dynamic energy losses turn out to be higher than the static ones (about 130 % in the Co$_{0.52}$Zn$_{0.48}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ sample) because at 69 kHz the eddy currents are induced, prompting both dynamic and excess losses in the samples [47]. This increase is significant but not so huge because of the high electrical resistivity of sample hinders the flow of Eddy current.
4. Conclusion

Zn-substituted CoFe$_2$O$_4$ powder samples with different Zn content have been prepared by a sol gel auto-combustion method at low temperature (< 110 °C). The lack of a post-synthesis heat treatment represents an advantage for the industrial synthesis process. However, it has a strong influence on the magnetic properties leading to a non-equilibrium cation distribution in the nanocrystalline mixed cubic spinel structure immediately reflected on measured $M_s$ behavior. The gas release during the syntesis process induces a micrometric agglomerate morphology of powders containing nanocrystallites in the size range between 23 – 35 nm. The cation distribution is obtained analyzing the XRD data via the Bartaut method. The sample with the lowest Zn$^{2+}$ content ($x = 0.08$) results with a completely inverse spinel structure ($\delta = 0$), whereas $\delta$ increases with increasing Zn$^{2+}$ content ending up to a totally random distribution ($\delta = 0.33$) for $x = 0.56$. Moreover, the lattice parameter and the oxygen position are affected by the substitution of the smaller Co$^{2+}$ ions with the larger Zn$^{2+}$ ions.
The magnetic properties are strongly affected by the sample composition and by the cation distribution within the ferrite structure. In particular, the replacement of non-zero angular momentum Co\(^{2+}\) ions with zero angular momentum Zn\(^{2+}\) ions induces a reduction of magnetocrystalline anisotropy reflected in the coercive field values; whereas the mutual distribution of Co\(^{2+}\) ions (3 \(\mu_B\)) and Zn\(^{2+}\) (0 \(\mu_B\)) in the sub-lattices intensely affects the saturation magnetization following the Yafet-Kittel’s model.

The energy losses evaluated by the dc-hysteresis loops taken at selected vertex field results to be a under-estimation with respect to the energy losses when the samples are submitted to ac-magnetic field of the same field values, however, this procedure can be a useful and convenient tool in selecting the most promising ferrite materials for high frequency applications in the suitable field range.
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